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Asymptotic Expansions for Conditional Distributions 
R. MICHEL 
Um’venity of Cologne, West Germany 
Communicated by J. Pfanzagl 
It is shown that-under appropriate regularity conditions-the conditional 
distribution of the first p components of a normalized sum of i.i.d. m-dimen- 
sional random vectors, given the complementary subvector, admits a Chebyshev- 
Cram& asymptotic expansion of order o(n-(+*)1*), unifqmly over all Borel- 
sets in @F and uniformly in a region of the conditioning subvector that includes 
moderate deviations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q,,, I@, w E J.2, where 52 is an open subset of some Euclidean space Iwk, 
be a family of probability measures. Partition the vector x E W according to 
(x(l), xc2)), where x(l) E W’ and xf2) E W (p 3 1, p > 1, and p + q = m). 
In the present paper we consider the conditional distribution Qg’ of 
n-112 g, xp, given n-II2 & x1”’ = z, under Qwn (the independent product 
of n identical components Q& 
It is shown that there exists a sequence of signed (standard-) measures 
Yzj,S 1.9, n E IV, such that Qg’, ( 391, is approximated by YE:,+ I.5@ in the 
variational distance with an error-term of order ~(n-(~-~)/~), locally uniformly 
in w E 9 and uniformly for all z in a set that extends with n at a certain con- 
venient rate. (It is this uniformity with respect to x which makes our result 
applicable when dealing with statistical problems.) 
The first paper to deal with an asymptotic result on conditional distribution 
functions of the considered type is that of Steck [6]. Here some theorems on the 
convergence of conditional distributions to the normal have been proved. 
Further results in this direction have been given by Chibisov [2] (see [2, 
Section 3 and Lemma 4.3, page 1591). Chibisov also proves a subtle result on 
asymptotic estimates for tail probabilities of conditional distributions [2, 
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Theorem 3.2, page 1581. In Steck as well as in Chibisov the conditioning vector 
is restricted to bounded sets. We remark that-by a standard argument-one 
can achieve convergence uniformly for all z in a set that extends with n (see, 
e.g. the application of Steck’s result in part (iii) of the proof of the theorem 
in [3]). 
It has been shown in [3] that the results of Steck can readily be applied to 
prove the asymptotic efficiency of optimal similar tests in exponential models. 
As noted in Section 4 of [3] the problem remains to be investigated whether 
the above mentioned tests are second order efficient, i.e. whether their power- 
function evaluated at local (contiguous) alternatives differs from the envelope 
power-function given for level-(a + o(n-liz))-tests by an error-term of 
order o(n-li2). 
The main problem arising in this context is whether it is possible to improve 
the accuracy of the normal approximation (given by Steck) by adding the n-l12- 
term to the limiting distribution. 
In this paper we prove a general theorem on asymptotic expansions for con- 
ditional distributions of the above mentioned kind, which seems to be of in- 
dependent interest. In [4] we shall apply this result to prove asymptotic efficiency 
of higher order (i.e. second and third order efficiency) of optimal similar tests 
for exponential families. 
2. THE RESULT 
Let SW I grn, w E Q, where G C [w” is open, be a family of probability measures. 
Partition the vector x E R” according to (x(l), x(“)) with x(l) E 888 and x(s) E IW’J 
(p >, 1, p 3 1, andp + p = m), and denote by 
the conditional distribution of &I2 Cl”=, x:l), given +I2 Cy=, xi2) = x, under 
Qw”. 
For a family of probability measures 9 19 let dt 18s denote the sup- 
metric, defined by 
dt(P, Q) = sup{I P(A) - &@)I: A E @I, P,QE9? 
We shall state now the assumptions to be used in our theorem. 
ASSUMPTION 1. w + Qw is continuous on Sz with respect to the sup-metric 
d, on {Qw: w E 52}2. 
ASSUMPTION 2. jxiQ,(dx) = 0, w E Sz, i = l,..., m. 
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ASSUMPTION 3. For every w E 9 there exists a neighborhood U,., of w such 
that 
where 11 *11 is Euclidean norm and 
S=max(&-- l,P+ l)* (2) 
s being an integer at least two. 
ASSUMPTION 4. For every w E Sz there exist a neighborhood V, of w, a real 
number r(w) > 1, and a nonnegative function h( *, w) ~L’W,IP) such that 
Remark 1. (a) Assumption 4 entails (see, e.g. Bhattacharya and Rao [l, 
Theorem 19.1, page 1891) that the distribution of the random vector n-1/2 C,“=, xi 
admits a m-dimensional bounded continous density for q sufficiently large. 
(b) Furthermore, by Assumptions 1 and 4, for every b > 0 and every 
compact neighborhood W, of w with W, C V, , 
In the case of a single probability measure, i.e. for the set W, = {w}, this 
assertion immediately follows from Assumption 4 {see, e.g. the end of page 190 
in [l]). In the general case the same conclusion holds true, as continuity of 
w -+ QW with respect to the sup-metric entails continuity of 
w + sup {I 1 exp[ifd Q&4 I: II ~II > 61, b > 0. 
(In deriving (3) it even suffices to assume continuity with respect to the weak 
topology.) 
Remark 2. (a) Observe that Assumption 4 implies that the covariance-matrix 
WJ) = (Sx,sQ~(dx))i.i=l....,, is non-degenerate (otherwise there would exist 
t,, E IP - (0) such that 0 = @(;)t,, = s (&)s Q,(dx) and therefore 
Jexp[i~t,$] Q,(dx) = 1 for all u E W). 
(b) Furthermore, by Assumptions 1 and 3, w + Z(W) is continuous on Sz: 
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Let we E Q be given and choose w E U,,,, (see Assumption 3). Then for all 
A>O,i,j= l,..., m, 
where co0 is an appropriately chosen positive constant (we have divided the range 
of integration into (X E IFP: 1 xtxf 1 > A} and {X E l/P: I x,x5 1 < A}). Now our 
assertion immediately follows by letting w tend to q, and then A -+ 00. 
In order to formulate our theorem the following partitions of .Z = Z(U) and 
A = Z-1 will be needed: 
Let 
and A = 2-l = (ii: ;z) 
where &[A,,] and Z2,[A2rJ are (p x p)- and (q x @-matrices, respectively. 
Define, furthermore, 
2 = Zll - &&??Y21 . (4) 
(We remark that 2 is the inverse of A,, , i.e. 23;s positive definite by Remark 2(a).) 
For a positive definite (t x t)-matrix A let 
pA(y) = (2?r)-t/2(det A)-l12 exp[+y’A-91, YEW 
be the density of the t-dimensional normal distribution with mean-vector zero 
and covariance-matrix A. 
Let, finally, 
A&u, s) = {z E R”: .‘.Z~(u)z < (s - Q) log n}, wEa. (5) 
THEOREM. Let Qu I P, w E Q C Rk, be a jmily of probability measures 
jiijdlitg Assumptions l-4. Let Qgi I d?s’ be given according to (1). Then there 
exist PolynomiaLr p,,.w( y, x), y E W’, x E RQ, w E 9, j = l,..., s - 2, such that 
locally um@rmly in w E ica and un@rmly in 2 E A,(w, s), 
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wkere 
e%(4 = 1” V&,(Y - Z12(0) Z&.0)2) jl + “c” n-m5&(y, 2)/ u-y, A EL%” 
j-l 
witk 2(w) gimz by (4). 
Remurk 3. Let Pi,w and pf,, , j = l,..., s - 2, be the polynomials in the 
Edgeworth-expansions of n-l12 C,“-, xi and &la g-r xi2’, respectively. Then 
we obtain from the proof of the theorem that the polynomials pj,,, , j = l,..., s - 2, 
result from an expansion of 
[ 
s-2 
1 + C tTjW~,w 
f-l I[ 
8-2 
1 + C rr-j/apj,w -’ 
5-l 1 
up to terms of order o(n-+a)/2). 
A suitable form of this expansion is the following. Let &&), j = O,..., s - 2, 
be such that locally uniformly in w E Sz and uniformly in x E A,(w, s), 
1 
a-2 
1 + 1 n-W,Ja) -’ 1 ‘-’ = 2 n-j/2Q51.&) + ~(n-(a-~)/~). (6) j=l 
Then we obtain from 
[ 
E-2 s-2 
1 + C rr3J2Prso I[ 1 + C n-d12Pj,W -’ 5-l I-1 1 
[ 
s-2 
= 1 + c ?I-f’2(P,*, - 
5-l 
p*,J][ z n-ji2Qj.yl 
8-2 
+ o(n-(a-2)/2) C n-1/2(Pj,, - P,,w) 
j=l 
that for j = l,..., s - 2, 
i-l 
pj,w(Ys 2, = C (Pj-ho(Y~ 2, - pj-i,w(2)> Qd2)~ 
i-0 
(7) 
phis special form of P,,W , j = l,..., s - 2, will be used in Lemma 1 of [4] to 
show that the n-j/a-terms, j = 1 ,***, Y, of the expansion considered there do 
not depend on Q(U).] 
Remmk 4. The reader might be surprised at the (somewhat artificial) 
definition of the set A,(w, s) (see (5)). The reason for introducing this set is 
twofold. Firstly, it extends with n at a conveniently slow rate (see the conclusion 
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in (17) below). Concerning statistical applications we furthermore have that 
Q$),(A,(w, s)~) = ~(n-(~-~)/~), locally uniformly in w E Q, where Q$$,, denotes 
the distribution of n-ljz ‘& XI*) (apply the locally uniform version of Corollary 
17.12 in [1, page 1781). 
Remark 5. A result with a certain relationship to ours is contained in the 
lemma of Phillips [5, page 15181. Th ere are, however, several critical remarks 
on this result: The proof of the lemma is given for bounded u2 (the value of the 
conditioning vector in Phillips’ notation) and it is quoted that the appendix 
deals with the case, where u2 lies in a region of zc,-space that includes large 
deviations. But here (see the middle of page 1532) the error-term in the ap- 
proximation of the conditional density f(% / 7) contains the term r(%, j$‘fi($, 
where l/fi(y) may increase exponentially fast with T (i.e. n). Phillips gives a 
certain expansion of the conditional density, which he uses to obtain the ex- 
pansion of the unconditional distribution, but does not prove the result he 
quotes in the lemma. Furthermore, Phillips’ conditions (see, e.g. Assumption 4 
on page 1520 or Condition (A) on page 1531) are imposed directly on the 
considered statistic and are therefore hard to verify, at least in the context of 
the present article. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Throughout the proof we fix w,, E G? and a compact neighborhood WY, of w,, 
that is contained in Uo, (Assumption 3) and VW, (Assumption 4) (this nerghbor- 
hood W,,,, then constitutes the neighborhood of w,, which is part of the assertion 
of our theorem). We then obtain from Assumptions l-4 that, 
W&&(w)): w E WJ > 0, (8) 
where &,-&Z(W)) is the smallest eigenvalue of Z(w) (see the results in Remark 2). 
Furthermore, it can be easily seen that 
hlli@,,(~)) 3 hlid&JN (9) 
[Let z E Iw* with II z ]j = 1 be given. Then, with x = (0, z)’ E Iw”, 11 x /I = 1 and 
z’&(w)g = x’Z(w)x > hmin(Z(w)).] 
Let P&X), j = l,..., i - 2, w E Jz, be the polynomials in the Edgeworth 
expansion for the distribution of the random vector n-1/2CyS, xi . Then 
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is the “density” of this Edgeworth-expansion and 
&%4 = j- P$,<x> dr (where x = (y, z) E 5P x Iw*) w-9 
is the density (see (11) below) of the Edgeworth-expansion of n-r/a CL, xi”’ 
(for x@) see the first lines of the introduction), i.e. we have 
! 
f-2 
&%, = W&,(4 1 + c n-i’2iTj,w(4 
i=l I 
with 
We remark that our assumptions imply (observe among others (8) and (9)) 
that for n > No, (say), w E Wm, , and x E A,(w, s), 
&a%(4 2 h?z&dw (11) 
According to the result quoted in Remark l(a) there exists a positive integer 
N:, such that the distribution of n-1/z s=, xi admits a m-dimensional bounded 
continuous density for n > N:, and w E Ww, . Denote this density by 
4?ws4~ XEFP, WEWw,, n b N& (12) 
Let, furthermore, 
&M = j- qn.o(~, 4 4, ZEW, WEW,,, n>N& (13) 
be the density of the distribution of n-rJz CF=, xj”). 
According to the locally uniform version (uniform with respect to W) of 
Theorem 19.2 in [l, page 1921, we have 
sup sup (1 + 11 x 11”) / &(x) - pZ’o(x)l = O(n-‘“-a)‘a). 
wewuo XEW 
(14) 
[It is easily seen that our assumptions (especially the results in (3) and (8)) 
establish the locally uniform version of the theorem needed here.] 
Now (14), (lo), (13), and (2) imply 
i.e. by (11) for n sufficiently large (observe (2) and (5)), 
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[fib-dl+ b-cl] 
we obtain from (1 l), (14)-( 16), (5), and (2) that for sufficiently large n (depending 
only on wO), w E Ww, , z E A,(w, s), and y  E I&‘, 
I Q n&J (YY m Iz.w cw - PCS) (Y9 m’“’ (41-’ I %W n.w 
G ~[Rz2,d41- 1 4n UiY, 4 + (1 + 11 y ,,f)-1] qn-‘s-2’/2) [ is &) 
= 
[ , 
q;;(yj;;;) + (1 + jl y  ,,,)-q 0(?2-(~-2)‘2). 
Furthermore, there exist polynomials pji.,( y, z), w E ,R, j = O,..., s - 2, such 
that for sufficiently large TZ and for all w E Wu, , z E A,(w, s), y E R”, 
PCS) n&J (Y, w’“’ WI-’ n.w 
- Q(,)(Y - 42(w) &2+J)4 1 + z ~-j’24.0(Y, 411 
1 
G ~-(8-1)‘2 I Rl,u(Y, 41 vJ&&)(Y - 42(w> &iv44 (18) 
[Observe that w( Y, 4hJ4 = v;( Y - L-&i&4.1 
Now (17) (in connection with (2)) and (18) (observe (9)) yield the result of 
our theorem. 
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